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A theoretical study of the possibilities for localization of
anomalous density distribution in rock by means of underground
cosmic ray muon intensity measurements.

The possibilities for in situ rock density determinations by means of
subsurface cosmic ray muon intensity measurements have been studied.
H - calculations are based on an hypothetical scintillation counter
v )escope intended for registration in a gallery.
'i is shewn that fairly accurate density measurements are possible
L'i that a certain spatial rcsoJution can be achieved. The measu-
rements are only influenced by the density distribution in the for-
» .rd direction which can make the muon technique valuable in connec-
tion with gravity measurements.

different prospecting situations have been studied.
It is found that in certain prospecting situations the accuracy
needed for the indication of a massive ore body can be reached
within an acceptable registration period.
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A 1HF0IU.T1CAL STUDY OF T1H POSSIIJII.ITIHS 1-OR LOCALIZATION 01"

ANOMALOUS DENSITY 1>J SIRI BUT! ON IN ROCK BY Ml-ANS 0J: UNDERGROUND
COSMIC RAY MUON INTENSITY MHASURliMKNTS

by

L. Jacobsson, G. Jönsson, K. Kristiansson and L. Malmqvist,
Department of Physics, University of Lund,

Sölvegatan 14, S-223 62 LUND, Sweden.

The possibilities for in situ rock density determinations by means of sub-
surface cosmic ray muon intensity neasurcncr.ts have been studied. The calcula-
tions arc basoJ on an hypothetical scintillation counter telescope intended
for registration in a gallery.

It is shewn that fairly accurate density nc.Tsurc.ncnts are possible and
that a certain spatial resolution can be achieved. The measurements arc only
influenced by the density distribution in the forward direction which can make
the muon technique valuable in connection with gravity measurements.

Different prospecting situations have been studied.
It is found tint in certain prospecting situations the accuracy needed fev

the indication of a massive ore body can be reached within an acceptable re-
gistration period.

Introduction
Rock density is a fundamental physical property of the ground used in geo-

physics. Information abcut in situ density and density anomalies can be ob-
tained from gravity measurements which are also extensively used to solve struc-
tural problems in geology and in ore prospecting. The limitations of gravity
measurements make it very important to explore other physical phenomena with
potential possibilities to measure rock density.

Subsurface registration of the cosmic ray muon intensity offers such a
possibility of absolute in situ rock density measurements if the level of ob-
servation below ground is known (Malmqvist et al. 1977a). Bondarcnko et al.
(19"4) show an application of the nuon method in the case of high background
activity.

In this report we discuss the possible use of mu'on technique for in situ
rock density determinations. Our calculations are based on a simple hypotheti-
cal counter telescope intended for measurements in mine galleries. The tech-
nique is also applied to some special cases to localize a body with an anoma-
lous density within the bedrock.
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Fig. 1. Principle of the muon telescope. It consists of two plastic scintil-
lators (S), light detectors (Ld), a coincidence circuit (Coinc) and
a power supply (Ps). Events in coincidence from the two scintilla-
tors arc amplified and recorded. An absorber is placed between the
scintillators to prevent locally produced radiation to reach both
scintillators.

A sketch of our hypothetical gallery detector is shown in Fig. 1. The
telescope is composed of two scintillator plates each of an area of 0.75x0.75 m2

The space between them is arbitrary but fixed to 0.25 m in the calculations dis-
cussed in this report. An absorber is placed between the two scintillators
to discriminate against local radioactivity. The size of the plates and the
distance Z between them determine the geometrical aperture of the telescope.

Relations between intensity, depth and density

With our detector we intend to measure the density of overlying rock or
the rise in mean density caused by an ore body with anomaleus density.

A unique relation between muon intensity, depth and density exists for
depths down to approximately 600 meter below surface. Measuring two of the pa-
rameters the third can be calculated.

As an example the relation between intensity and density at approximately
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Fig. 2. The relation between intensity and density at 370 m depth for the gal-
lery detector in vertical position.
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Fig. 3. The relation between the relative change in intensity to the relative
change in density as a function of depth.
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370 m level is shown in Fig. 2 for the telescope in a vertical position. This
figure shows that a small change in density means a considerable change in in-
tensity. The relation between the relative change in intensity and the rela-
tive change in density at different depths is shown in Fig. 3. It is remarkab-
le that for example a 1\ change in density at 200-400 m depth corresponds to
approximately 3% in intensity.

Detectability of a density anomaly within a geological formation

The mean density of overlying rock within the sensitive solid angle of the
telescope can be calculated from the intensity measured. The accuracy in this
measurement depends on the number of events recorded which has to be transfor-
med to density by neans of the intensity-density relation. The rise Ap in mean
density P caused by a massive ore body in the bed rock can be identified if the
mean density in the direction of measurement is measured with sufficient accura-
cy compared to Ap and if the mean density p of the side rock i'J known.

The detectability of an anomalous body which contributes to an increase in
the rock density by Ap is defined in the following way. The object is said to
be detectable in a measurement when the number of recorded events are suffici-
ent to calculate the mean density with a standard deviation equal to Ap. The
registration tine needed to reach that level is called the minimum registration
time.

Calculations of the minimum registration time for some different geologi-
cal situations are carried out. The calculations postulate the existence of a
massive sulphide mineralizations with a density 3.7 g/an3 which means a density
contrast to surroundir.t; rock of 1.0 g/an3.

The cosmic ray mucn measurements can be made with high accuracy. From the
geophycisal point of view, however, we think that an accuracy much higher than
11 may not be significant since the uncertainty in the host rock mean density
might be of that order.

Results

We have chosen to illustrate our results by reporting the calculations of
the minimum registration times that are needed to find a thin sheet-like deep-
-seated ore body of a certain size. The ore body is supposed to start at 100 m
below the surface. The reason for this choice is that an outcropping ore shoul
have been localized by means of geophysical measurements from the surface. The
depth for the dipping body is not 1 united. The calculations are made without
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considering the usefulness of measuring the density with a higher accuracy than

jhi dersity of the best rock is known.

O KM

Distance ( m )

203

; .gistratian ti:.:e ,nt a depth of 370 m for a 10 m thick
s^c.t-likt IT .j.sive sulph:dv ore lody with a density contrast of

1.3 p/c,?,J tc surrounding rock. The results are given for a vertical
defector and for .; ,'ctec^or tilted 60° towards the slab.

As a , rospert ing situu,. n;i »..• \.J..? a 10 jii thick sheet-like massive sulphide

ore body. The de;^sity t:> ;'-.J ,jrrcur.d:i.g rock is supposed to be 1.0 g/an1.

The geometric situation ir. sl.ow.i in the inserted figures in Figure 4. The mi-

nimum registration tiipx- .s -:a julatcd as a function of the distance between the

body and the ^clerccpe, Ti.c calculations are made for different dip angles of

che body and for o n uren t cilt angles of t]ie telescope. The results show for

exar.plo t]-it an OL • h xly dipping f>0 can be identified with the vertical galle-

ry det.?CLor at a c':.;tancc less than 80 m from the footpoint in less than 2 days

<-.'' registraLio.i tiird. At a distance greater than about 135 m a detector til-

ed .o towards tiui sheet is more favourable.

,\ V) u th^ci: Jiorizontal slab means an increase in the mean density of ovr-r

y'.ig reck oi.' 1*<.. Therefore the density of the rock surrounding the slab must

Se inJeper.dcntiy ki.ov.-n with a better accuracy if the body would be localized in

.a! • cne measurement.
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Discussion

The discussed prospecting situation is chosen in such* a way that it repre-
sents what could be regarded as a limit from the practical point of view. Any
change towards shallower depth, a larger sensitive area of the detector, a big-
ger target and so on, turns the situation to be more favourable. If, however,
a higher statistical significance of the observation than that used in our cal-
culations is desired the registration time must be extended.

There are two different limitations for the application of this technique.
The first is the requirement that the excess mass from the target makes a con-
tribution great enough to get a significant rise in the mean density of the
whole investigated volume.

The second limitation is that the time necessary to reach a certain sta-
tistical significance in a measmement of the mean density may be too long.
Prospecting from mines and in mining areas is the most promising application.

A more exclusive discussion of the muon technique with applications on dif-
ferent prospecting situations will be published elsewhere (Malmqvist et al.
1977b).
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